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vote on a proposed $32 million bond measure to fund police staffing and technology. The measure, AB 607, would create a new fund that would pay for additional police services in Berkeley and Emeryville. The proposal has support from the police union, the City Council and the city administration. But it will likely face a challenge from the group Berkeley for Democracy, which is part of a national
push to increase transparency in the Bay Area. Their group is pushing for full disclosure of where money in the city is going and the impact of the funds. Berkeley for Democracy wants to make Berkeley a model for the rest of the state and Bay Area on transparency. It’s demanding that the city disclose its budget for each department — as well as the budget of any outside consultants — in an easy to
read format on its website. It also wants to see the city make budget proposals publicly available and for the public to comment on them. “Even a single appropriation in the $32 million amount is the equivalent of a million dollars and you can see the impact that it can have,” said Ericka Pierce, Berkeley for Democracy’s executive director. Pierce points to a $4 million federal grant to pay for police

technology that allowed officers to catch a murderer in San Francisco. The police there have been using the same system for years. “The city of Berkeley has been able to take that federal grant, use it, fund the entire police department with it 82157476af
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